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The finance department in Sweden
received expense reports from Malta by
post. If there was no accompanying
documentation or receipts, it could take
a very long time to chase them up. In
addition, the receipts they did receive
were often crumpled and illegible.
QuickSpin’s biggest challenge with
manual expense management was that
reports could be submitted in euros,
sterling and/or Swedish crowns.
Converting the currency first so as to
calculate how much to reimburse and
then converting it back at the current
exchange rate took far too long.
Given how many of us there are today,
we simply couldn't have continued with
that manual process.

The solution
About QuickSpin
QuickSpin is a Swedish gaming
studio that develops online casino
games. We were founded in 2011 and
currently have 93 employees in
Sweden and Malta. We have an
annual turnover of SEK180 million.

The challenges
Previously, we had no processes for
managing receipts and expenses.
Reimbursement was a lengthy process
for both employees and the finance
department, especially as we have
operations in both Sweden and Malta.

When the time came for us at QuickSpin
to procure a digital expense
management service, we chose
Companyexpense because theirs is a
comprehensive, easy to understand
solution.
Companyexpense's way of solving our
currency conversion challenge was
perfect and it makes our job so much
easier. Companyexpense is simply a
very good match for us.
Implementing Companyexpense went
very well. Quickspin's employees found
adopting the service very easy. We
never needed any user guides - we
understood the service immediately. And
integrating with our payroll system,
Visma Agda, was seamless.

Would you like to know more?
Contact us at info@companyexpense.se or +46 (0)771 584 886

"The time we is spend managing
expenses has gone from days to
hours."
Elisabeth Andolf, Accountant,
Quickspin

The result
Our employees are now confident that
reports will be correct. As a result of
integrating with Visma Agda, they can
see straight away on their payslips
which of their expenses have been
reimbursed and they can also easily
check that the amounts are correct.
Despite the relatively large number of
expense reports we receive, the finance
department hardly ever gets any
questions about expense management
these days. The digital process runs
smoothly and expense reporting no
longer feels boring or something you
want to put off doing.
We now have an approval flow that
works, especially as managers are
notified when they receive expense
reports and they can easily access and
approve them using the
Companyexpense app or a web
browser.
Automatic currency conversion saves
our finance people an incredible amount
of time. They never need to chase
colleagues for information. Also,
reporting is correct right from the start,
so they no longer have to waste time
correcting errors.
With Companyexpense, expense
management has gone from taking days
to do to now taking just a few hours.

